If A* is /V/-hyponormal, B is dominant, and if CA = BC, then CA* = B*C. Let Jf be a Hilbert space. An operator A G £%(J(?) is dominant if range(/l -XI) c range(/4 -XI)* for all X g a (A), or, equi valen tly, for all X g C because range(__ -XI) -range(_. -A/)* = Jf for À ÇÉ a(_l). By the result of Douglas [1], it is equivalent to the existence of a real number Mx for each XeC such that ¡(A -XI)*x\\^ MX\\(A -XI)x\\ for all x g Jíf. If there is a constant M such that A_\ < M for all À g C, A is called M-hyponormal, and if M = 1, A is hyponormal. Stampfli and Wadhwa [5] showed that if /l* G -?(-**) is hyponormal, B ^ âS(Jf) is dominant, C G 3S(yC, Jf) is injective and has dense range, and if CA = BC, then A and B are normal. Radjabalipour [3] improved this result by allowing A* to be M-hyponormal. Of course, the condition that A and B are normal allows one to conclude immediately by the usual Putnam-Fuglede theorem that CA* = B*C. Moore, Rogers and Trent [2] showed that, if A* and B are both M-hyponormal, the conclusion CA* = B*C can be reached with no restrictions on C at all.

